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Abstract: based on the perspective of government regulation, this paper studies the evolutionary 

game process of enterprises' collaborative innovation behavior, analyzes the benefits and costs of 

participants and the optimal benefits of the system, and discusses the stability strategy in different 

states.By establishing a multi-agent evolutionary game model, the traditional replication phase 

diagram is expanded from 2d to 3d, the effect of government regulation on corporate collaborative 

innovation behavior is analyzed, and the mechanism of corporate collaborative revenue distribution is 

discussed.The results show that synergetic benefits, synergetic costs, speculative benefits and 

rewards and punishments have great influence on the evolution path.Enterprises can improve the 

consciousness of resource sharing, establish a reasonable system of collaborative income distribution 

and reduce collaborative cost to realize the development of collaborative innovation.The government 

can clearly define its own functions, establish a reasonable reward and punishment system, provide 

comprehensive services, and build a collaborative innovation platform to promote enterprises' 

collaborative innovation. 

1 Introduction 

Individual competition among traditional enterprises has gradually formed a new pattern of 

cooperative competition in the network era of "sharing economy". In order to adapt to market changes 

more quickly, enterprises must shift the focus of competition from internal to mutual learning and 

cooperative innovation. Through collaborative innovation activities, enterprises can reduce r&d costs, 

disperse innovation risks, and realize resource sharing, so as to achieve win-win cooperation. 

The theoretical analysis of the government's participation in corporate collaborative innovation 

mainly adopts the causal model, exploratory cases and empirical analysis.Martinez-roman et al. 

(2011) believe that government policies can have an important impact on collaborative innovation 

among enterprises, and government support is conducive to enterprises to carry out collaborative 
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innovation activities[1].Nakwa(2015) believes that government policies can enhance the culture of 

trust among collaborative innovation networks[2]. 

As an analytical tool to solve conflict and cooperation problems, game theory has been applied to the 

study of collaborative innovation between enterprises.Bandyopadhyay et al. (2007) used game theory 

to study resource sharing among enterprises, and concluded that the complementarity of knowledge 

between the two sides was positively correlated with the benefits generated by collaborative 

innovation[3].Gaziulusoy et al. (2008) believe that planning and policies can connect all types of 

innovation and stimulate technological change through the study of collaborative dynamic 

evolutionary game [4].Ding et al. (2010) studied the impact of knowledge spillover on industrial chain 

collaborative innovation system by adopting the Stacklberg model, and proposed how to promote 

collaborative innovation of enterprises [5].Li et al. (2010) analyzed the influencing factors and 

decision-making behaviors of knowledge sharing among enterprises through the game method, and 

obtained the incentive mechanism to optimize the collaborative innovation of enterprises [6].Sharma 

et al. (2013) analyzed the impact of enterprise behavior on the knowledge stock of the industrial chain 

by using the game method, and the conclusion reached can provide help for enterprise 

decision-making [7]. 

Most of the existing study of enterprise cooperative innovation in the early stages of theoretical 

concept analysis, adopts qualitative research is in the majority, even if there are applied to 

quantitative research methods, such as derived from the mathematical analysis and model, or only 

consider lateral collaborative innovation between enterprises and enterprises, or the vertical 

cooperative innovation of government and enterprises, at the same time to consider these two 

dimensions of literature is less, the main research is in the pure market under the condition of 

enterprise cooperative innovation behavior, few will be introduced to the government the main body 

in the model.However, at present, China's market is still guided by the government, and government 

regulation has a great impact on enterprises' collaborative innovation behavior, so government 

regulation is introduced to operate in a situation closer to the real market.Therefore, by constructing a 

multi-group evolutionary game model, this paper studies the evolution process of enterprises' 

collaborative innovation behavior under government regulation, explores the reward and punishment 

problem of the government to enterprises, seeks the pareto optimal game strategy, and discusses the 

mechanism of income distribution to realize the collaborative innovation behavior of enterprises.To 

some extent, this makes up for the gap in theoretical research, and it is expected that the relevant 

conclusions can provide decision-making support for enterprises in terms of collaborative innovation 

income distribution and contract design, and provide scientific theoretical guidance for the 

government to promote collaborative innovation of enterprises. 
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2 Basic assumptions and model construction 

Under the regulation of the government, collaborative innovation of enterprises means that different 

entities such as collaborative innovation enterprises and the government cooperate with each other, 

make full use of their respective advantageous resources to complement each other, and coordinate 

economic activities such as technology development and innovation.In this paper, A three-party 

evolutionary game model is established with enterprise A, enterprise B and the government as the 

main actors, and the following hypothesis is proposed according to the differences in the purposes, 

benefits and costs of each player in the game. 

Hypothesis 1: in the collaborative innovation development, due to the problems of limited rationality 

and information asymmetry, participants generally cannot make the optimal decision in the initial 

situation, but through repeated games, before finding the optimal strategy, they make trial and error 

for many times and learn to modify their own strategy. 

Hypothesis 2: in the three-party evolutionary game, enterprise A and enterprise B can adopt two 

strategies: "resource sharing" or "resource sharing".The government can adopt the strategy of "strong 

regulation" or "weak regulation".Among them, resource sharing refers to the willingness of 

enterprises to realize resource complementarity and reasonable allocation through the sharing of their 

respective advantageous resources, so as to reduce the risk of technological innovation and obtain 

more profits.Resource exclusive means that enterprises are unwilling to share their own resources due 

to imperfect systems and opaque information, or in the process of resource sharing by one party, the 

other party has the behavior of free riding to obtain as much revenue as possible, less risk and other 

opportunistic behaviors.Strong regulation means that the government inspects the resource sharing 

among enterprises, prevents the free-riding behavior by means of rewards and punishments, punishes 

the enterprises with exclusive resources and rewards the enterprises with Shared resources, so as to 

realize the smooth development of collaborative innovation among enterprises.Weak regulation 

means that the government does not rely on administrative and economic means, but only on market 

allocation to carry out collaborative innovation among enterprises. 

Hypothesis 3: in the initial stage of collaborative innovation, the probability of enterprise A adopting 

the strategy of "resource sharing" is, then the probability of enterprise A adopting the strategy of 

"resource sharing" is: The probability of "resource sharing" adopted by 

enterprise B is, then the probability of "resource sharing" adopted by enterprise B 

is: If the probability of "strong regulation" is , the 

probability of "weak regulation" is . 
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Hypothesis 4: if Enterprise A and Enterprise B both adopt the "resource-only" strategy, their 

respective returns are their respective initial returns, which are  and . If Enterprise A and 

Enterprise B both adopt a "resource sharing" strategy, they can achieve market expansion through 

complementary resources of both parties (such as technical learning and talent sharing, etc.), thereby 

improving corporate efficiency, which will generate additional synergistic benefits P, of which 

Enterprise A's benefits The distribution coefficient is 

coefficient of enterprise B is 1-   and  (including 

human and capital cost inputs, Shared risk costs, and communication conversion costs, etc.). If one of 

the companies A and B adopts the "resource sharing" strategy and the other adopts the "resource 

exclusive" strategy, the resource sharing party actively fulfills the obligation of collaborative 

innovation and shares resources, while the resource exclusive party does not share resources and 

negatively responds to the sharing process As a result, the resource sharing party loses the 

coordination cost, and the resource exclusive party obtains additional speculative benefits due to the 

active cooperation of the resource sharing party, including risk reduction and technology introduction. 

The speculative gains of Enterprise A and Enterprise B are  and , among which P, 

, and the government-regulated game payment resource sharing matrix for 

enterprise A and enterprise B is obtained.  

Table 1 resource sharing game payment matrix of enterprise A and enterprise B under government regulation 
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As can be seen from table 1, the normal revenue of the government is. The additional benefits 

obtained by the government from the resource sharing between enterprise A and enterprise B to 

improve the technological level of the whole social economy are; The additional benefits obtained 

from the resource sharing by one party and the resource sharing by the other party, as well as the 

improvement of social innovation capacity, are respectively; If both companies adopt a 
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"resource exclusivity" strategy, the government gains an additional 0.In the context of the "strong 

regulation" strategy adopted by the government, if enterprise A and enterprise B adopt the "resource 

sharing" strategy, the rewards obtained by both parties are respectively, .If enterprise A and 

enterprise B adopt the strategy of "resource exclusivity", the penalty for both parties is respectively, 

, among which, the regulatory cost of the government's "strong regulation" strategy is . 

As can be seen from Table 1, the normal revenue of the government is . The government benefits 

from the sharing of resources between Enterprise A and Enterprise B, which improves the overall 

socio-economic technology level. The additional revenue obtained is ; the additional revenue 

obtained from the resource sharing of one party and the exclusive use of the resource, and the 

enhancement of social innovation capacity are:  and ; if both companies adopt the 

"resource-exclusive" strategy, the government's extra revenue is zero. In the context of the 

government's "strong regulation" strategy, if enterprise A and enterprise B adopt "resources  and  

( ; including government tax incentives and financial support, etc.); if enterprise A and 

enterprise B With the "resource-only" strategy, the penalties on both sides are  and  ( ; 

such as the government's economic punishment, etc.), where the government adopts the "strong 

regulation" strategy The regular cost to pay is . 

 

3 Analysis on the equilibrium of evolutionary game between collaborative innovation 

enterprises and government 

3.1 replication dynamic equation analysis of evolutionary game 

3.1.1 dynamic equation analysis of enterprise A replication 

Deriving  gives: 

( )
( ) (1 2 )[( ) ( ) ]A A A A

F A
F A x P K y R F z C

x
 

Solving F (A) = 0, we get:  are two stable points of x, where ESS requires that the 

derivative of  at the equilibrium solution must be negative, that is, . 

When the condition  is satisfied: . Enterprise A's highest profit (synergy 

benefit plus government incentives minus collaboration costs) when adopting the "resource sharing" 

strategy is less than the lowest profit (speculative income minus government fines) when adopting the 

"resource exclusive" strategy. At this time, there are , so  is the equilibrium 

point of Enterprise A, that is, regardless of the strategy adopted by Enterprise B and the government, 

Enterprise A adopts "resources" The profit of the "share" strategy is less than the profit of the 
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"resource exclusive" strategy. According to the principle of profit maximization, the limited rational 

enterprise A will adopt the strategy of "exclusive resources". 

When the condition  is satisfied: , the highest profit when enterprise A 

adopts the "resource sharing" strategy (synergistic income plus government incentives Minus 

synergy costs) is greater than the minimum profit (speculative gains minus government fines) when 

adopting the "resource exclusive" strategy. 

1) If the condition  is satisfied: . Under the background of 

the "resource sharing" strategy adopted by enterprise B and the "weak regulation" strategy adopted by 

government, the profit (synergy benefit minus collaboration cost) of enterprise A adopting the 

"resource sharing" strategy is greater than that when adopting the "resource exclusive" strategy Profit 

(speculative gain); in the context of -

"strong regulation" strategy, the actual cost (synergy cost minus government incentives) of Enterprise 

ring" strategy is less than The actual cost of the "exclusive resource" strategy 

(government fines). Therefore, the probability that enterprise B and the government's strategy jointly 

decide whether enterprise A adopts the "resource sharing" strategy. The greater the probability that 

Company B will adopt the "resource sharing" strategy and the government will adopt the "strong 

regulation" strategy, the more likely it is that the limited rational enterprise A will adopt the "resource 

sharing" strategy. 

 
Figure 1 dynamic trend and main view of enterprise A under condition A2.1 

When  is in the blank space of the main view in Figure 1, , and  is the 

equilibrium point of enterprise A, that Limited rational enterprise A will adopt the strategy of 

"exclusive resources". 

2)If the condition  is satisfied: , that is, 

. Under the background of the "resource sharing" strategy adopted by enterprise B and the 

"weak regulation" strategy adopted by government, the profit (synergy benefit minus collaboration 
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cost) of enterprise A adopting the "resource sharing" strategy is greater than that when adopting the 

"resource- he actual cost (synergy 

cost minus government incent

actual cost of the "exclusive resource" strategy (government fines). Therefore, the probability that 

enterprise B and the government's strategy jointly decide whether enterprise A adopts the "resource 

sharing" strategy. The greater the probability that Company B will adopt the "resource sharing" 

strategy and the government will adopt the "strong regulation" strategy, the more likely it is that the 

limited rational enterprise A will adopt the "resource sharing" strategy. 

 
Figure 2 dynamic trend and main view of enterprise A under condition A2.2 

When  is in the blank space of the main view in Figure 2,  and  is the 

equilibrium point of enterprise A, that is, Limited rational enterprise A will adopt the strategy of 

"exclusive resources". 

3) If condition  is satisfied: . In the context of Enterprise B's 

"resource sharing" strategy and government's "weak regulation" strategy, the profit (synergy benefit 

minus collaboration cost) of enterprise A's "resource sharing" strategy is less than that of the 

"resource exclusive" strategy. Profit (speculative gain); in the c

"resource-

 than The 

actual cost of the "exclusive resource" strategy (government fines). Therefore, the probability that 

enterprise B and the government's strategy jointly decide whether enterprise A adopts the "resource 

sharing" strategy. The greater the probability that Company B will adopt the "resource sharing" 

strategy and the government will adopt the "strong regulation" strategy, the more likely it is that the 

limited rational enterprise A will adopt the "resource sharing" strategy. 
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Figure 3 dynamic trend and main view of enterprise A under condition A2.3 

When  is in the blank space of the main view in Figure 3, and  is the 

equilibrium point of enterprise A, that is, Limited rational enterprise A will adopt the "resource 

exclusive" strategy. 

4) If the condition  is satisfied: , adopt the "resource sharing" 

strategy in enterprise B and the government Under the background of the "weak regulation" strategy, 

the profit (synergy benefit minus collaboration cost) of Enterprise A when adopting the "resource 

sharing" strategy is less than the profit (speculative income) when adopting the "resource exclusive" 

source sharing" strategy (collaborative cost minus government 

incentives) is greater than the actual cost of the "resource exclusive" strategy (government fine). 

Therefore, the probability that enterprise B and the government's strategy jointly decide whether 

enterprise A adopts the "resource sharing" strategy. The greater the probability that Company B will 

adopt the "resource sharing" strategy and the government will adopt the "strong regulation" strategy, 

the more likely it is that the limited rational enterprise A will adopt the "resource sharing" strategy. 

 
Figure 4 dynamic trend and main view of enterprise A under condition A2.4 
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When  is in the blank space of the main view in Figure 4, and  is the 

equilibrium point of enterprise A, that is, The limited rational enterprise A will adopt the "resource 

exclusive" strategy. 

3.1.2 dynamic equation analysis of government replication 

Deriving  gives: 

( )
( ) (1 2 )[ ( ) ( ) ]A B G A A B B

F G
F G z F F C F R x F R y

z
 

Solving , we can get:  are the two stable points of z, where ESS requires that 

the derivative of F (G) at the equilibrium solution must be negative, that is, F ^ '(z ^ *) <0. 

When the condition  is satisfied: . When the government adopts the "strong 

regulation" strategy, the total fines for enterprises A and B are less than the cost of the "strong 

regulation" strategy. At this time, , so  is the government's equilibrium point, 

that is, no matter what strategy Enterprise A and Enterprise B adopt, according to the principle of 

minimum cost, Governments with limited rationality will adopt the strategy of "weak regulation". 

When the condition  is satisfied: . When the government adopts the "strong 

regulation" strategy, the total fines for enterprises A and B are greater than the costs incurred when it 

adopts the "strong regulation" strategy. 

1) If the condition  is satisfied: , adopt "resource sharing" on the 

side of enterprise A and enterprise B In the context of the strategy and the other party adopts the 

"resource-only" strategy, the government adopts a "strong regulation" strategy to gain more benefits 

(economic penalties) than the costs it pays (regulated cost plus incentive subsidies). Therefore, the 

probability of strategic choice between enterprise A and enterprise B jointly determines whether the 

government adopts a "strong regulation" strategy. The smaller the probability that Enterprise A 

adopts the "resource sharing" strategy and that Enterprise B adopts the "resource sharing" strategy, 

the more likely a limited rational government will adopt the "strong regulation" strategy. 

 
Figure 5 government dynamic trend and top view under G2.1 
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When  is in the blank space of the top view in Figure 5,  and is the 

equilibrium point of the government, that is, bounded rationality Of governments will adopt a "weak 

regulation" strategy. 

2) If the condition  is satisfied: . In the context of Enterprise A's 

"resource sharing" strategy and Enterprise B's "resource exclusive" strategy, the government's (strong 

economic regulation) strategy's gains (economic penalties) are greater than the costs it pays 

(regulated -exclusive" 

-  "strong regulation" 

ed costs plus incentive 

subsidies) ). Therefore, the probability of strategic choice between enterprise A and enterprise B 

jointly determines whether the government adopts a "strong regulation" strategy. The smaller the 

probability that Enterprise A adopts the "resource sharing" strategy and that Enterprise B adopts the 

"resource sharing" strategy, the more likely a limited rational government will adopt the "strong 

regulation" strategy. 

 
Figure 6 government dynamic trend and top view under condition G2.2 

When  is in the blank space of the top view in Figure 6,  and  is the 

equilibrium point of the government, that is, bounded rationality Of governments will adopt a "weak 

regulation" strategy. 

3) If condition  is satisfied: . In the context of Enterprise A 

adopting the "resource sharing" strategy and Enterprise B adopting the "resource-exclusive" strategy, 

the government's choice of "strong regulation" strategy received less economic benefits (economic 

penalties) than its cost (regulated cost plus incentive subsidies) ; In the context of Enterprise A 

adopting the "resource-exclusive" strategy and Enterprise B adopting the "resource-sharing" strategy, 

the government's choice of "strong regulation" strategy has obtained more benefits (economic 

penalties) than the cost (regular cost plus incentive subsidies) ). Therefore, the probability of strategic 

choice between enterprise A and enterprise B jointly determines whether the government adopts a 

"strong regulation" strategy. The smaller the probability that Enterprise A adopts the "resource 
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sharing" strategy and that Enterprise B adopts the "resource sharing" strategy, the more likely a 

limited rational government will adopt the "strong regulation" strategy. 

 
Figure 7 government dynamic trend and top view under condition G2.3 

When  is in the blank space of the top view in Figure 7, , and  is the 

equilibrium point of the government, that is, limited rational The government will adopt a "weak 

regulation" strategy. 

4) If the condition  is satisfied: , adopt "resource sharing" 

on the side of enterprise A and enterprise B In the context of the strategy and the other party adopts 

the "resource-only" strategy, the government adopts a "strong regulation" strategy to gain more 

benefits (economic penalties) than the costs it pays (regulated cost plus incentive subsidies). 

Therefore, the probability of strategic choice between enterprise A and enterprise B jointly 

determines whether the government adopts a "strong regulation" strategy. The smaller the probability 

that Enterprise A adopts the "resource sharing" strategy and that Enterprise B adopts the "resource 

sharing" strategy, the more likely a limited rational government will adopt the "strong regulation" 

strategy. 

 
Figure 8 government dynamic trend and top view under condition G2.4 
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When  is in the blank space of the top view in Figure 12,  and  is the 

equilibrium point of the government, that is, bounded rationality Of governments will adopt a "weak 

regulation" strategy. 

3.2 evolutionary stability analysis 

When the replication dynamic equations are all 0, that is,  and , the game 

reaches a relatively stable equilibrium state, and the evolutionary game model equation 9 is obtained. 

Equalization points: , , , , , , ,  

and . 

Table 2 eigenvalues of each equilibrium point 
equilibriu

m

 

  

  

 

  

According to the lyapunov indirect method in system dynamics, the stable equilibrium solution of the 

linear system can be obtained through the zero solution of the corresponding linear homogeneous 

system. [8] 

Table 3 results of local stability analysis of equilibrium points 
equilibriu

m 

Conditions for stability (eigenvalues)  

                

                

                

                

                

 

4 Analysis of evolution results 

According to table 3, the evolutionary game process of enterprise A, enterprise B and government can 

be obtained. Their evolutionary phase diagram is shown in figure 9: 
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Figure 9 dynamic phase diagram of the system evolution of enterprise A, enterprise B and government 

As shown in figure 13, under different initial states, can be obtained by evolutionary game system 

equilibrium strategies in the five groups of three parties: (exclusive resources, exclusive resources, 

weak regulation), (exclusive resource sharing, resources, strong regulation), (exclusive resources, 

resource sharing, strong regulation), (exclusive exclusive resources, resources, strong regulation), 

(resource sharing, resource sharing, weak regulation).This shows that enterprise A, enterprise B and 

the government are three parties that influence each other, and the strategies adopted by either party 

will affect and be affected by the decision-making choices of the other two parties.The following 

analysis results can be obtained from the dynamic evolution phase diagram of the above system: 

(1) When the revenue and cost of enterprise A meets any of the conditions { 

 }, the revenue and cost of enterprise B meets the conditions {  }, the 

government rewards and punishments and costs meet the conditions {  }, and the three cannot meet 

the conditions {  } {  } {  }, the equilibrium point is . That is, the 

penalties for enterprises A and B adopting the "resource-exclusive" strategy are low, and the 
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government's regulatory costs are too high. Therefore, the "strong regulation" strategy cannot be 

adopted, and the enterprise resource sharing system is caught in (exclusive resources, exclusive 

resources, weak regulation), as shown in Figure 9 (a). Therefore, in order to avoid such situations, the 

government should increase the penalties for enterprises that adopt the strategy of "exclusive 

resources" while reducing the regulatory cost. 

(2) When the revenue and costs of enterprise A meet any of the conditions {  }, and the 

revenues and costs of enterprise B satisfy any of the conditions {  } the government 

The rewards and penalties and costs meet any one of the conditions {  }, and the 

three cannot meet the conditions at the same time {  } {  } {  }, the 

equilibrium point is . That is, enterprise A and enterprise B invest more funds in resource 

sharing, and have almost no gain in the short term. Under the conditions of a market economy, due to 

the pursuit of profit, enterprises will lack the autonomy of resource sharing. At this time, the 

government will step in and intervene, and the enterprise resource sharing system will appear 

(exclusive resources, exclusive resources, strong regulation). As shown in Figure 9 (b). Therefore, at 

this stage, the government should strengthen the regulation (such as increasing the reward and 

punishment quotas and improving the policy system for tax incentives), and provide relevant 

technical guidance and information consultation to promote the enterprise by changing the benefits 

and costs of enterprise A and enterprise B.  

(3) When the revenue and cost of enterprise A meets the condition {  }, and the revenue and cost of 

enterprise B meets any of the conditions {  }, the government rewards and punishments and 

costs meet the conditions   }; Or enterprise A's revenue and costs meet any of the conditions 

{  }, enterprise B's revenue and costs meet the condition {  }, and government incentives 

and costs meet the conditions {  }, the equilibrium point is  or . That is, 

when the government adopts a "strong regulation" strategy, the cost and benefits of Enterprise A and 

Enterprise B adopting a "resource sharing" strategy are too different, resulting in one party adopting a 

"resource exclusive" strategy, and an enterprise resource sharing system appears (resource sharing, 

exclusive resource, strong regulation) or (resource exclusive, resource sharing, strong regulation) 

situation, which makes the enterprise resource sharing behavior cannot be carried out smoothly, as 

shown in Figure 9 (c) or (d). Therefore, at this stage, enterprise A and enterprise B should reasonably 

and balancedly distribute the coordination costs and benefits, and the government should also 

formulate a targeted reward and punishment system based on the actual conditions of the costs and 

benefits of both parties. 
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(4) When enterprise A's income and costs meet any of the conditions {  }, and enterprise B's 

income and costs meet any of the conditions {  }, the government rewards and punishes and 

costs When any one of the conditions {  } is satisfied, and the three cannot 

satisfy the conditions {  } {  } {  } {  } {  } { 

 }, the equilibrium point is . That is, with the continuous accumulation of 

experience shared by companies A and B and the continuous improvement of policy services, their 

synergistic benefits will continue to increase and the cost of collaboration will gradually decrease, 

and their willingness to share resources will gradually increase. At this stage, according to the 

principle of the most efficient allocation of resources in the market, the government has changed from 

adopting a "strong regulation" strategy to adopting a "weak regulation" strategy, making full use of 

the market configuration to realize the efficient development of enterprise resource sharing behavior, 

and shifting to providing relevant service support. The enterprise resource sharing system will present 

(resource sharing, resource sharing, weak regulation) status, as shown in Figure 9 (e). In the long run, 

enterprises A and B will be affected by market mechanisms and take the initiative to adopt resource 

sharing behaviors. 

(5) When enterprise A's revenues and costs meet any of the conditions {  }, and enterprise 

B's revenues and costs meet any of the conditions {  }, the government rewards and 

punishes and costs When the condition {  } is satisfied, the equilibrium points are  and 

. That is, the profit (synergy benefit minus the synergy cost) of Enterprise A and Enterprise B 

when adopting the "resource sharing" strategy is greater than the profit (speculative income) of 

adopting the "resource exclusive" strategy; when the government adopts the "strong regulation" 

strategy, And the total fine of Company B is less than the cost of its "strong regulation" strategy, and 

the limited rational government will adopt the "weak regulation" strategy. At this time, enterprise A 

and enterprise B spontaneously establish a benefit-sharing and risk-sharing mechanism to balance the 

distribution of synergistic costs and synergies. Only then will the enterprise resource sharing system 

(exclusive resource, exclusive resource, weak regulation) and (resource sharing ,resource sharing, 

weak regulation), as shown in Figure 9 (f), the initial state of the system and the payment matrix will 

jointly determine which path and which equilibrium state the development will reach. 

(6) When the revenue and cost of enterprise A meets the conditions {  }, the revenue and cost of 

enterprise B meets the conditions {  }, and the government rewards and punishments and costs 
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meet the conditions {  }, the equilibrium points are  and . 

Enterprise A and Enterprise B's profit (synergy benefit minus collaboration cost) when adopting the 

"resource sharing" strategy is greater than the profit (speculative benefit) when adopting the "resource 

exclusive" strategy, and the actual cost when adopting the "resource sharing" strategy ( Synergy cost 

minus government incentives) is greater than the actual cost (government fines) when the 

"resource-only" strategy is adopted; the total fines for companies A and B when the government 

adopts the "strong regulation" strategy are greater than when they adopt the "strong regulation" 

strategy cost of expenditure. The government intervenes in regulation, takes strong measures to create 

a good external environment, and stimulates the enthusiasm of enterprises to adopt a "resource 

sharing" strategy. Only then will the enterprise resource sharing system (exclusive resource, 

exclusive resource, strong regulation) and (Resource sharing, resource sharing, and weak regulation). 

As shown in Figure 9 (g), the initial state of the system and the payment matrix will jointly determine 

which path it will follow and which equilibrium state it will reach. 

5 Research conclusions and countermeasures 

Introduction of government regulation, this paper build a evolutionary game model between the 

government and the enterprises more groups, analyzes the evolution trend of the different strategies 

of subject choice, the following research conclusions: first, the enterprise take "resource sharing" 

strategy depends on its synergistic gains can be obtained, government incentives, speculative gains, 

coordination costs, the government of punishments and other two party's strategy. Second, the "strong 

regulation" strategy adopted by the government depends on the cost of regulation, the amount of 

reward and punishment, and the strategy adopted by the enterprise. Thirdly, the initial state of 

collaborative innovation between the government and enterprises affects the direction and speed of 

the system evolution. The system evolution is characterized by obvious "path dependence", and its 

synergetic benefits, synergetic costs, speculative benefits, rewards and punishments have a 

significant impact on the evolution path. 

Based on the analysis of the evolution results of collaborative innovation between enterprises and the 

government and the discussion on the coefficient of collaborative income distribution, this paper 

proposes the following Suggestions for enterprises: first, improve the consciousness of resource 

sharing and actively seek collaborative innovation. The two sides of enterprises should strengthen 

communication, attach importance to resource sharing, accumulate Shared experience, reduce 

opportunistic behaviors, create an honest and trustworthy industry atmosphere, and improve their 

awareness of collaborative innovation. Second, to establish a reasonable system of collaborative 
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income distribution. The two sides of the enterprise should comprehensively measure each other's 

contribution, and formulate a reasonable sharing revenue distribution system based on their 

collaborative cost, speculative benefit, collaborative benefit and government reward and punishment. 

Third, reduce the cost of collaboration. The two sides of enterprises need to strengthen the 

management of resource sharing process, reduce collaborative costs and risks, ensure that the benefits 

of both sides match the degree of resource sharing, and realize the continuous development of 

collaborative innovation between enterprises. 

The Suggestions for the government in this paper are as follows: first, it should clarify its own 

functions and change from regulator to coordinator. At the beginning, the proportion of enterprises 

adopting the strategy of "resource sharing" is relatively low, so the government should take strong 

regulatory measures to stimulate enterprises to adopt the strategy of "resource sharing".In the later 

stage, the proportion of enterprises participating in collaborative innovation is relatively high. 

Therefore, the government should rely on market allocation and relax regulation to promote the 

implementation of collaborative innovation. Second, establish a reasonable reward and punishment 

system. The effective implementation of different reward and punishment systems and collaborative 

income distribution systems will directly affect the probability of opportunistic behaviors in the 

collaborative innovation process of the enterprise innovation subjects, thus affecting the overall effect 

of collaborative innovation activities. The government should design a reasonable reward and 

punishment system and supervise the effective implementation of the collaborative benefit 

distribution system, so as to ensure the reasonable benefits of all parties and promote the sustainable 

development of collaborative innovation. Third, we should provide comprehensive services and build 

a platform for collaborative innovation. The government should design the top-level module, make 

full use of intermediary service agencies and modern scientific and technological means to coordinate 

all kinds of resources, and realize the information symmetry between the two sides of the enterprise 

with the help of the scientific and technological service platform. The government should also create 

a good environment for enterprises by formulating supporting measures, reward and punishment 

system, improving intellectual property protection system, and building collaborative innovation 

service platform, so as to promote enterprises to carry out collaborative innovation activities 

spontaneously. 
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